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Abstract. The temperature and composition of absorption alone. We show in the following sec- 
the upper atmosphere of Titan have been inferred tiens that there is in addition measurable 
by observing an occultation of the sun by Titan, and probably an absorbing layer very high in the 
using the Voyager I ultraviolet spectrometer. The atmosphere. The absorbing layer may be related to 
temperature is 176+_20 K near the evening termina- the geometric albedo variations described by Cald- 
tot and 196+_20 K near the morning terminator. The well [1974]. The data shortward of 800 A are con- 
major constituent is N s with a density of 2.7 sistent with N2 being the main absorber. The air- 
! 0.2x10* cm -• at 3840 km. The mixing ratio of glow observations confirm that N z is the primary 
CH 4 is 8 E 3% at a radial distance of 3700 km near constituent [Strobe1 and Shemansky, this issue]. 
the evening terminator where [CH4] • 1.2 x 
cm -s. On the morning terminator the [CH•] • 1.2 x The Occultation Observation 
10* cm -s level is about 20 km lower in the atmo- 

sphere. The acetylene mixing ratio above 3400 km The Voyager I Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS) is 
is measured at the 1 to 2% level. Below 3300 km an objective grating spectromete• covering the 
it decreases to between 0.1 and 0.3%. A layer of wavelength range of 535 to 1700 A [Broadfoot et 
absorbing molecules, possibly polymers, is present al., 1977]. The entire wavelength range is 
at both morning and evening terminators. Near the detected simultaneously by a 128-element anode 
evening terminator the layer is located between array. The anode array collects the output of a 
3350 and 3600 km. Near the morning terminator it microchannel plate electron multiplier in the 
is located about 100 km lower in the atmosphere. image plane of the spectrometer. The capability 
A simple photochemical model suggests that the of changing the electron gain of the microchannel 
homopause is located at 3500 + 70 km with an eddy plates allows the detector to operate in a pho- 
diffusion coefficient of 1•.? x 100 cm s s -z, which ton-counting mode for dim sources such as airglow 
decreases to ~ 10 s cm • s -1 in the lower strato- or in an analog (current integration) mode for 
sphere as [N•] -z/s. bright sources such as the sun. 

For the occultation experiment described here, a 
Introduction small auxiliary entrance aperture offset by 20 ø 

from the main aperture was pointed toward the sun 
Titan has been known to have an atmosphere since while the sun-spacecraft line was well above the 

the discovery of methane by œuiper [1944]. The at- atmosphere of Titan, and an unattenuated solar 
mosphere was assumed to be tenuous, with a surface spectrum was recorded. Then as the sun-spacecraft 
pressure of only a few millibars. Later, green- line moved through the atmosphere of Titan at a 
house models [Pollack, 1973] along with inversion rate of • 8.9 km/s spectra were recorded every 
models IDanielson et al., 1974] were proposed in 0.32 s. The transmission of the solar flux through 
which methane was the dominant constituent and the the atmosphere as a function of altitude provided 
surface pressure varied from ten to a few hundred a measure of composition and structure. 
millibars. However, models of the formation of The occultation occurred on November 13, 1980, 
Titan [Lewis, 1971] and a microwave observation of between 0540 and 0600 U.T.. The entrance occulta- 
Titan's brightness temperature [Conklin et al., tion was at a spacecraft-planet range between 6500 
1977] led Hunten [1977] to argue that Titan may km and 8325 km, and the •pacecraft sun line 
have a thick atmosphere dominated by N s with a crossed the limb at 2.74 ø north latitude. The 
surface pressure of tens of bars and a surface diameter of the sun projected into the atmosphere 
temperature of 200 K. •xcept for the presence of during entrance was about 8 km and was imaged on 
CH• little was actually known of the composition about 2 anodes. For the exit occultation the 

o 
and depth of Titan's atmosphere before the Voyager range was greater than 17340 km, at 17.5 south 
1 encounter with Saturn. latitude, and the diameter of the sun in the atmo- 

Results of the Voyager 1 solar occultation by sphere was about 17 km. The geometry of the 
Titan described by Broadfoot et al. [1981] have entrance occultation was therefore much more 
been analyze• in detail. Previously the data long- favorable, although both observations were suc- 
ward of 800 A were interpreted on the basis of CH4 cessful. In this paper we rely mainly on data 

. 

from the entrance occultation; all data shown are 
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Fig. 1. Signal rate in the ?25 • channel 
versus radial distance from Titan's center. 

Absorption of sunlight by Titan's atmosphere 
causes the decrease in signal that begins at 
about 4300 km. An automatic gain change 
increased the signal rate from near zero to ove• 
1800 counts/spectrum at 3810 km. The marked data 
gaps were caused by a change in spacecraft data 
rate. 

titudes and ranges quoted are referenced to 
Titan's center. 

The occultation measurements were made with a 

preprogra•med instrument gain change based on 
signal rate in order to extend the altitude range 
over which useful measurements could be made. The 

strategy involved using a lower gain state (HV2) 
to observe the unattenuated solar flux in the 

wavelength range shortward of Ly a. When the at- 
mosphere had absorbed most of this flux, a higher 
gain state (HV3) was used to continue the short 
wavelength measurements, and to make measurements 
at wavelengths longward of Ly a, where the sensi- 
tivity of the instrument is lower. Figure 1 shows 

a plot of signal rate versus altitude that is 
typical of the short wavelength region. The gain 
change appears in Figure ! as a sharp step in 
signal rate from • 10 to • 2000. The pre- and 
post-gain change data were related by using data 
from a solar calibration sequence in which the 
instrument scanned across the sun once in the 

electron gain state (HV2) and once in the higher 
electron gain state (_l•V3). It was then possible 
to calibrate signal saturation and threshold 
effects and relate IIV2 signal rates to tlV3 signal 
rates over most of the wavelength range shortward 
of 1200 •. We assumed that there was no variation 
in solar output over the time of the solar cali- 
bration, • 10-20 min. The two scans were posi- 
tioned in wavelength [see Broadfoot et al., 1977] 
by aligning the solar Ly a line so that individual 
channels could be related directly. The results 

of the gain change calibration are shown in Figure 
2 for the ?25 and 1151 a channels. Comparison of 
Figure I and Figure 2 shows a satisfactory cali- 
bration was obtained. However, in some looations 

the time period just before the gain change (HV2 
-• HV3) has a very low count rate and no 
correction can be made. This acoounts for the 

scatter in the scaled data just prior to the gain 
change. 

In the IIV3 gain state some wavelengths in the 
unattenuated solar speotrum are at or near signal 
saturation. Those areas in saturation must be 

modeled in order to retrieve the information since 
the instrument has not measured the actual flux. 

The conversion from signal rates to photon rates 
at the instrument requires a nonlinear correction 
caused by saturation effects in HV3 and threshold 
effects at the low HV2 gain setting. 

The primary uncertainties in the data are due to 
three factors: (1) The uncertainty in the unat- 
tenuated solar flux (I o) level, (2) the relation- 
ship between the signal rates in the HV2 and HV3 
data and the relationship of the photo-event rates 
to the signal rate, and (3) the scattering of the 
Ly a line within the instrument [see Shemansky et 
al., 1979]. The greatest uncertainty is probably 
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Fig. 2. Absorption curves for the ?25 and 1151-• channels are shown where we have 
scaled the HV2 gain state data. The gain change location is marked. Above this al- 
titude the HV2 data has been modified so that a continous absorption curve results. 
The data below the gain change are uumodified. 
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due t• (3• especially in wavelengths longer than 1216 . is is because the instrument is count 

limited, or saturated, at Ly a and thus the 
effects of scattering of Ly a cannot be removed 
using the usual matrix operators [Shemansky et 
al., 1979]. 

Short Wavelength Region, • ( 800 •t 

The transmitted intensity (I) is given by the 
e qua t ion 
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Fig. 3. Optical depth ß at six wavelengths as 

a function of radial distance from the center of 

Titan. The lines represent a smooth curve 
through the data points The N z density scale 
refers only to the 725 • curve. The optical 
depth scale refers to all the curves. 
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Fig. 4. Relative I/I• spectra are shown for 
various altitudes in the atmosphere, where I• is 
taken from the region (3500 k=) just after the 
gain change from HV2 to HV3. Each spectrum 
represents a different altitude in the atmo- 
sphere as follows: A = 3?30 k=, B = 3920 k=, C = 
3500 k=, D = 3310 k=, E = 3220 k=, and F = 3050 
lm. The dashed curve is taken from model A 

explained in the text (• 1% C2H 2) and 
corresponds to an altitude between curves B and C. 

I = I o exp (-'•.) (1) 
where I o is the unattenuated solar intensity and 
ß • is the optical depth of the medium at the wave- 
length •. Figure 3 shows -œn(I/I o) = • versus al- 
titude f•r the entrance occultation. We have shown 
the ?25 A channel as characteristic of this 

region. The N2 density scale refers only to this 
curve. The short wavelength channels indicate ß = 
i at 3840 km ñ 10 km, with a scale height of 
85 E 10 km. The corresponding values for the exit 
occultation are ß = 1 at 3840 + 10 km and a scale 

height of 95 ñ 10 km. Examination of several areas 
in the Nz absorption region showed that the • = 1 
altitude fell well within the 20 km error limit 

given. A 15% error in I o due to internal scatter- 
ing gives a 20 km error in the determination of 
the • = 1 altitude. We feel therefore that the 20 

km error given is a reasonable value. 
In order to evaluate temperature and density we 

must decide on what molecular or atomic constitu- 

ent is doing the absorbing. In Figure 4 we show 
relative I/Iz spectrum from the entrance occulta- 
tion for different levels in the atmosphere. The 
data are shifted shortward in wavelength about 
10 • due to the displacement of the sun from the 
center of the slit [see Broadfoot et al., 1977]. 
The sharp onset of absorption at about 800 •, 
could be due to nitrogen or argon [Cruddace et 
al., 1974] but the airglow data show that Nz is 
the major constituent [Strobel and Shemansky, this 
issue]. We therefore interpret the data in this 
wavelength range in terms of absorption by Nz. 

The appropriate equations for the variation of 
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density with altitude and for the column amount of 
gas in the line of sight are given by Chamberlain 
[1963] (appendix). Since the N s cross section is 
not precisely known in the region of 700 A [see 
Hudson, 1971; Sullivan and Holland, 1966], we have 
used a value close to that recommended by Hudson 
[1971], 2.5 x 10 -• om s. l•or the entrance occul- 
tation the temperature at 3540 km is 

T = 176 + 20 K (From A2) 

and the local density of N s at this altitude is 

[N s] (3840 Ira) = 2.7 + 0.2 x 10' cm -s (From A1) 

For the exit the corresponding values are T = 196 
ñ 20 K, IN s] (3540 km) = 2.6 ñ 0.2 x 108 cm -s. 
The • = I altitude for N s then is at the same al- 
titude on both the entrance and exit. The exit 

data indicate a slightly higher temperature for 
the morning terminator. The temperatures given 
here agree quite well with the values measured at 
2760 km by the IRIS experiment [Hanel et al., 
19Sl]. 

In Figure 3 we •how - •(I/I o) versus altitude 
at 1151 and 1114 i and a portion of the 928 A 
channel from the entrance occultation. One char- 
acteristic feature of this region is the sharp 
change in slope, or scale height, at 3660 ]•n. 
This feature appears in all of the data in this 
region of the spectrum. The variation occurs 

The Region Longward of 1200 

A search for other absorbers was conducted by 
plotting absorption spectra I/I• at several alti- 
tudes as shown in l•igu[e 4. The features located 
at 875, 900, and 1200 A are due to instrument 

limiting, or saturation, and •re residual solar 
features, i.e., L•[ • at 1216 A. The ]bsorption 
features at 1300 A and at about 1470 A and the 

peaks at about 1400 I and 1550 • seem to 
ocrrespond well with the acetylene cross section 
[Nakayama and Watanabe, 1964]. However, a pr.ecise 
fit is not necessarily expected since the 
acetylene cross section at 176 K may be quite 
different from those measured at room temperature, 
especially in the 1500 A region where strong bands 
are located. Acetylene cannot be a dominant minor 
constituent since the depth of the absorption 
features below the continuum is small. The dashed 

curve in l•igure 4 is a spectrum calculated from a 
model having 1• acetylene and corresponding to an 
altitude between the spectra labeled B and C. The 
match to the data of the acetylene model is very 
good, considering the uncertainties in the cross 

section. l•igure 4 also shows that at the 341• lm 
level the absorption feature at 1430 - 1470 A dis- 
appears, which may indicate a sharp decrease in 
the acetylene abundance at this altitude. Using 
the absorption cross section of Lee [1980] for 
HCN, we have placed an upper limit on the mixing 
ratio of [HCN]/[N s] ( 5 x 10 -4 at an altitude of 
3500 lm. 

In l•igure 5 we show a slries of absorption curves from 1299 to 1632 . We show these data as 

within a small fraction of the scale height of the I/I 1 where I, is taken from just after the gain 
background N s . The sharp variation suggests that 
it is not due to diffusive separation of two con- 
stituents, but to the edge of an absorbing layer. 
The exit data for this region also show a varia- 
tion in slope but at the slightly lower level of 
• 3600 Ir•. In the exit data, however, it is not 

as sharply defined as in the entrance data. 

change and is only relative. There is a decrease 

in ab[orption with increasing wavelength to 
1540 A, then an increase in absorption at 1623 •. 
These data show characteristics of an absorption 
layer just above 3340 km. The exit occultation 
data have the same characteristics in this wave- 

length region. The main difference is that the 
lust above the 3660 lm level the change in slope layer feature occurs at 3200 to 3240 lm instead of 

seems to be consistent with CH 4 in diffusive sep- at 3320 to 3340 km. This feature of the data was 
aration at this altitude assuming the temperature originally interpreted by Broadfoot et al. [1981] 
is unchanged from the 3840 km level. Therefore as an absorption layer. We show in the next sec- 
the data are interpreted at 3700 km on the en- tion that this interpretation is at least 
trance occultation as primarily due to CH 4 absorp- partially correct. 
tach. Using the absorption at the three wave- 

lengths given above and the absorption cr•ss Preliminary Modeling 
section of CH 4 (1.65 x 10 -l• cm s at 1151 A, 
1.94 x •0 -l• om s at 1114 •, and 5.45 x 10 -l• cm s The data in the region longward of 1200 • are 
at 928 A) [Hudson, 1971; Mount et al., 1977], we difficult to analyze directly_because of scatter- 

obtain a value of I 2 ñ 0.4 x 108 cm -s •or the ing of the Ly a line at 1216 • within the 
local CH 4 density a[ 3700 km. The 928 A data were instrument. The effect of internal scattering can 
more heavil• weighted since the cross section of be very large and is difficult to predict without 
CH 4 at 928 A is nearly three times larger than the carefully modeling the results since the Ly a line 
values at the other wavelengths. Assuming the at- is saturated in the unattenuated solar spectrum. 
mosphere is isothermal at 176 K in this region We therefore present simple models based on the 
gives a value [N s ] = 1.5 x 10 • cm -s at 3700 km. above discussion. The instrument response to the 
The mixing ratio is then [CH4]/[N s] = .08 ñ .03 at solar flux has been modeled by using the known 
3700 Pan. The exit data at 3680 Pan show essen- characteristics of the instrument. We have 

tially the same characteristics as the entrance checked this against several Voyager 1 solar call- 
data at 3700 km. brations that show an agreement that is quite 

The detection of methane is based primarily on sufficient for our purposes. 
the scale height •easured just above 3660 km and The sun has been modeled by using the Donnelly 
the characteristic sharp absorption edge at 1350 • and Pope [1973] spectrum as a base, updated by 
[Mount et al., 1977]. Ethane also has an edge fluxes measured in March 1979 by H. E. Hinteregger 
beginning at about 1350 •, [Mount and Moos, 1978], (personal communication, 1979). The sun was 
but it should have a scale height of about half assumed to be a disk of uniform brightness at each 
that of methane. wavelength. Since the diameter of the sun 
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Fig. 5. Relative I/I z absorption curves are plotted against radial distance from 
Titan's center. The data have been smoothed 1-2-1. The feature at 3320 km is a data 

gap modified by the smoothing process. Each curve represents i different wavelength region where different absorbers dominate. The curve at 1299 is where the absorp- 
tion in methane begins to decrease rapidly with increasing wavelength. Going from 
1371 A to 1540 • the decrease in attenuation becomes more pronounced. 

projected into Titan's atmosphere on entrance is m 1% acetylene (model A) fits the 1299 • absorp- 
less than 8 ka, a departure from uniformity cannot tion cur•e much better than model B (0.1% C•H•). 
produce a serious error in the analysis. At 1540 A model A shows an accurate fit down to 

We present two models differing only in the about 3400 ka, whereas model B fits much better 
amount of acetylene present. The models are iso- below about 3250 ka. This seems to indicate that 
thermal at 170 K, with densities at 3840 ka of the acetylene content is diminishing rapidly in 
[N 2] = 3.0 x l0 s cm -s, and [CH 4] = 3.2 x 107 cm -s . the lower region as expected from the results of 
The acetylene densities at 3840 ka were [C•H•] = Allen et al [1{80]. The plateau area in the 3.6 x 10 • cm =s in model A and [C•H•] = 3.6 x 10 s models at 1•40 • is caused primarily by Ly a scat- 
cm =s in model B. Figure 6 shows the two model tering within the instrument and the absorption of 
results plotted with the data. The model with Ly a by CH 4 and CzH•. 

o.o 

o 

I I i _ • I 
3750 3600 3450 3300 3150 3000 
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Fig. 6. Relative I/I z absorption curves versus radial distance from Titan's 
center. The data have been smoothed 1-2-1. Both model curves A and B were 
calculated by assuming an isothermal atmosphere at T = 170 [, N• and CH 4 densities of 
3.0 x 10 s cm -s, and 3.2 x 107 cm -s at 3840 km. The two models differ in the C•H• 
density at that level, having [C•Hz] = 3.6 x 10 • cm -s in model A and [C•H•] = 3.6 x 
lO s cm -s in model B. 
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It therefore appears that the layer feature in 
the data longward of 1400 • can be explained on 
the basis of a sharp density decrease of C2H 2 in 
the region of 3300-3400 km. We then need about 1 
to 2% C2H• above the 3400 km level and 0.1 to 0.3% 
CzH• below the 3250 km level. This strong varia- 
tion in C•R2 mixing ratio with altitude suggests 
that polyacetylenes are being produced as dis- 
cussed by Allen et al. [1980]. The change in 
slope of the medium wavelength data discussed 
earlier also suggests that there is a layer of 
absorbers in the region of 3300 km to 3660 kin. 
Better definition of the parameters will require 
further detailed model calculations. 

Broadfoot et al. [1981] pointed out the exis- 
tence [see their Figure 6] of a layer located at 

a 

(r't•,) = 1/2 lxnxr' 

(5) 

(6) 

where n is number density, • is dissociation rate, 
and • is the vertical flux given by 

- On. n i n i n. 

•i = -Di x + • - K r- +_•l (7) •r H E 
Here K is the eddy diffusion coefficient, D. is 

---2960 km. This lower layer seems to correspond the binary diffusion coefficient in N•, H. is the 
with the haze layer in the visible images [Smith scale height of constituent i, and H is [he scale 
et al., 1981]. The analysis presented here has height of N,.. The altitude r o is choasen where D. 
not probed that deeply into the atmosphere, and 
discussion of the lower layer is deferred until 
further analysis is completed. 

Photochemical Interpretation 

In order to determine the homopause location and 
infer the eddy diffusion profile a simple hydro- 
carbon photochemical model must be constructed. 
The most recent analysis of Titan's hydrocarbon 
photochemistry assumed a pure CH 4 atmosphere. 
Allen et al. [1980] calculated that C•H• was the 
principal high-altitude product of CH 4 photolysis, 
whereas at low altitudes C•H 6 emerged as the 
predominant hydrocarbon product. Since Titan has 
an N2 atmosphere the hydrocarbon chemistry is 
modified primarily by rapid N• quenching of XCH•, 
produced from CH 4 photolysis, to aCH• with a rate 
constant of 7.9 x 10 -xi cmas -1 lAshford et al., 

1980]. At high altitudes, sCH2 reacts rapidly 
with itself to yield C•H•; thus the essential 
features of the Allen et al. [1980] model would 

not change significantly when applied to an N• at- 
mosphere. 

To first order hydrocarbon photochemistry in 
Titan's N• atmosphere can be written as 

CH 4 + h%) -• 1/2 (C2H 2 + C•H 4 + C•H6) (2) 

where the dissociation rate included direct pho- 
tolysis 

CH 4 + hv-'• xCHi, CH a, CH (3) 

and catalytic dissociation of CH 4 [Allen et al., 
1980] 

= K, the homopause, and 

7.3 x 10 x• T a14 
D. = (8) 

x IN,] 

taken from Marrero and Mason [1972] for CH 4 - N2, 
and it is assumed to hold for C•H -N2 also. x 

Titan's upper atmosphere is isothermal and in 
hydrostatic balance, thus we write 

[Nl] = [Nl] o e-(•a(rø)-•a (r)) (9) 
(see appendix) 

From the definition of the homopause 

[N•] o = 3.4 x 10•S/K. From (5) and (6) we note 
that diffusion is more rapid than dissociation 
when 

H•. 

' --3 x 10 v s 

D. 

(10) 

(cf. Allen et ai., [1980] for •). Expression (10) 
holds for N• concentrations less than 10 • cm -s or 
altitudes greater than 3300 ]cm. Because •. 
decreases with decreasing altitude as sola• 
photons are absorbed, expression (10) is partially 
satisfied throughout the atmosphere and to first 
o•der (5) and (6) reduce to 

r'P = 4• (11) I lO 

rlPl = •2o = -1/2 (I) ao (12) 

CzHz + h•)--> C2H + H 
C•H + CH 4 --) ClH2 + CHa 

net CH 4 + h•)--} CH a + H 

(4) where •xo equals the integrated CH 4 dissociation 
rate in a radial column. 

Integration of (7) and (11) give a general 
solution for the CH 4 mixing ratio of 

For Titan the globally-averaged direct CH 4 pho- 
tolysis rate is --• 1.2 x 10 • cm-•s -• at high alti- 
tudes, whereas the catalytic dissociation rate is 
-• 6 x 10 • cm-•s -• with the assumption of a 0.3 
quantum yield for CiH [Okabe, 1981]. 

The continuity equations for CH 4 and 
(CzHl + C2H 4 + CiH,), denoted by subscripts 1 and 
2, respectively, are 

n I n o 
fx = -' -- 

[N,.] [N,] o 
[l+e -(•a (r)-•a (rø))] (1-(Ha/H1)) 

H t*x(ro) ao 
.•- ,, 

[N, ] o K ( 1-(Ha/H x) ) 
(13) 
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where [Nz]0œ = 3.4 x 10XScm-ls-1, High 1 = 4/7. For the Cz hydrocarbons, (7) and (1 are inte- 
grated with H /It• = 15/14 with an average mass of 
the Cz hydrocarbons equal to the C•H 6 mass. While 
not rigorously correct, the physical representa- 
tion of the Cz mixing ratio profile by analytic 
solutions is more accurate with this assumption. 
The T -• 70 œ cold trap on Titan [Hame1, et al., 
1981; Tyler et al., 1981] insures rapid conden- 
sation of Cz hydrocarbons and implies that maximum 
downward flow is the preferred solution (over the 
static solution, of. Strobe1 [1974]). Hence the 

CIH mixing ratio is x 

(14) 

K(r) = K o " = K o e-¾(•a(r)-•a (re)) 

then (6) and (?) can be integrated below the 
homopause with D. = O to yield the maximum 
downward flow solution 

(18) 

It (r o) ½ (r o) 
a i (y-l) (la(r)-la (rø)) (19) f• = e 

Ko[N2]o(¾-l) 

where ¾ is a parameter to be determined. Note 
that solutions (14) and (19) can be matched at r 0 
only with a discontinuity of (¾-l)/(1-(Ba/Hz)) in 
either •z(r 0) or f,. as a consequence of setting 
D. = 0 to obtain (19). The more plausible case is 

The appropriate boundary conditions are obtained continuous fz, and hence (19) becomes 
from the solar occultation data at r -• .3?00 Pan 

H (%) ½ (%) 
a 2 (y-l) (•a (r)-•a (rø)) (20) fi •-- 0.08 fz = ' e 

Ko IN2] o (1-(Ha/H2)) 
(15) 

f2 •--0.016 and reduces to 

and from IRIS results at the base of the thermal 

inversion layer ([Nz] •- 10XScm-3, r -• 2650 Pan, 
Hame1 et al. [1981], private communication, 1981) 

0.026 

f z •--5 x 10 -s 
(16) 

Boundary condition (15) implies that CzB reacts 
preferentially with C•H• rather than CH 4, and thus 
only direct photolysis of CH 4 is important above 
the homopause. With • = 1.2 x 10•cm-•s -1, (1.3) 
can be solved with the boundary conditions (15) 
and (16) and using (12) to yield approximately 

n o 

[N•]o 
.02 

r o -- .3500 +_ '70 h (17) 

K o = I(r o) 1•.• x 108 cm 2 s -x 

H (%) = 6'7 + 3 ha a -- 

The homopause is at • 3500 ha with œo • 10m 
cmZs -x. However, the validity of this result 
depends critically on the boundary conditions, 
especially when'f x is almost constant throughout 
the atmosphere. In order to infer a much lower 
homopause fx at the solar occultation levels would 
have to be much larger than its value at the base 
of the thermal inversion layer. The lower bound- 
ary condition on fx, (16), is also an upper limit 
because it is based on the cold trap temperature. 

Ha(tO) 92(ro) 
f2 = (21) 

l(r )[N•](1-(•a/H2)) r 
at the base of the thermal inversion layer r . 
From the boundary condition (16), (21) can b• 
solved for œ(r ). With ½z(r 0) = -6 x 10 m om-Zs -x 

H (ro• = 67 ha• [N2]r s = 10180m -3 œ(rs) • 1 x 10 c•s - , The homopause condition, •i = K, is 

•_[N•]rs•7 Ko = K(r )•[•-••1• 
and because K o •' 1 x 10 m cmos -x then , 

(22) 

7 •- 2/3 (23) 

Thus while the thermal inversion region is as 
stable and stagnant as the earth's lower strato- 
sphere, Titan's upper atmosphere is vigorously 
mixed to very high levels. The altitude variation 
obtained for œ(r) is larger than suggested by 
Lindzen [1971], ¾ • 1/2, but less than molecular 
diffusion. 

By analogy an HCN mixing ratio of 5 x 10 -7 in 
the thermal inversion layer [Hame1 et al., 1981, 
private communication, 1981] implies a net inte- 
grated production rate of • 6 x 106 cm-Zs -•, 

approximately a factor of 1000 le•s than the inte- 
grated production late of N and N . Either con- 
version of N and N to HCN is inefficient or most 

HCN produced high in the atmosphere is dissociated 
before diffusing to the lower atmosphere. Note 
that the ratio of the HCN mixing ratio to fz 
implies that f(HCN) • 10 -4 at .3700 ha; somewhat 

If fx is less than 0.005 (Bunten, 1978), then K o below the upper limit determined from the solar 
would be (107 cm z s -•. Substitution of the results occultation data. 
(17) and 9z(r 0) = -6 x 10 m cm-is -1 into (14) gives 
fz = 0.016 in agreement with the solar occultation Concluding Remarks 
measurement. 

To extend this analysis for K(r) down to the The solar occultation data in conjunction with 
thermal inversion region a œ(r) profile shape must the UVS airglow data conclusively demonstrate that 
be assumed. If, for example, Nz is the major constituent of Titan's atmosphere. 
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Fig. 7. Model of Titan's N a atmosphere as 
given in the text; log density plotted against 
radial distance from Titan's center. The areas 
marked 186 K and 165 K refer to the isothermal 

temperature used in the model for that altitude 
region. 

From the density variation of Na we find that the 
temperature between 3840 and 4100 kin is 186E20 K, 
approximately 20 K warmer than the thermal inver- 
sion region. Although our data suggest that the 
morning terminator is slightly warmer than the 
evening terminator, we cannot infer from a direct 
comparison of the data that this difference is 
statistically significant. 

For engineering purposes an approximate iso- 
thermal model atmosphere for Titan can be con- 
structed with expressions (9) and (12) and the 
following boundary conditions: p = I mb, T = 
165 K, [Na] o = 4.4 x 10 z6 cm -3 at r o = 2750 km, 

r o) = 41.27 km, and • (r o) = 66.63 . This model valid between 2750 an• 3840 kin, but the number 
of significant figures given is not indicative of 
its accuracy. At 3840 kin the boundary conditions 
change to [Na] o = 2.7 x 10 a cm -3, T = 186 K, 

appropriate equations used in the text for the 
column abundance in the line of sight from 
spacecraft to the sun and for the variation of 
density with altitude are given below. 

Chamberlain [1963] gives the column abundance as 
9 

q (r) = n(r) (2•rN(r)) z/• (1 + ) (A1) 
8X.(r) 

6•lm. r re' ! 
where •. (r) ...... (12) 

kTr H (r) H (ro)r i i 

M is the mass of the planet, m. is the atomic mass 
of the gas, G is the universalZgravitational 
constant, k is Boltzmann's constant, r is the 
distance from the planet center, and H.(r) is the 

z 
scale height at r. The subscript i refers to the 
ith constituent, for the background N3, i = a. 

We take GI/ = 8.989 x 10 zs dynes cm • gram -1 
[Anderson et al., 1980]. •is gives 

X i(r) = 1.087 10zx x••• (A3) Tr 

where A. is the atomic weight of the gas. 
At 3860 •, with T = 170 K, the values of 

and the correction tem 9/8X.(r) are 

x. (r) (9/8 X i(r)) 

N, 47.12 2.3• 
CH a 26.92 4.1• 
C2Mi 43.75 

For the vertical distribution of constituent i 
we used 

ni(r ) = hi(re) e-(%i(ro)-%i (r)) •i(r) (14) 
where we assumed the partition function, •i(r), 
was unity. 

N. (r o) = 90.72 km, and % (r o) --42.33. Figure 7 
stows this model in graphic form. For CH a 
expressions, (13) and (17) should give an adequate Sciences under contract NAGW 161. NOTE: The 
altitude profile, although the structure detected authors point out an error in Figure 6 of 
at 3660 kin is not included. Broadfoot et al. [1981]. The altitude scale at 

The relative densities of CH 4 and CaH,. above the the top of the figure has been mislabeled by 100 
homopause indicate that C,.H produced from C3H3 kin; 3000 km should be changed to 3100 km and 4000 
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